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Answer Five questions including the First question. 

i . State the four steps involved in teaching learning process respectively. 

(4 Marks) 

i i . According to Jean Piaget, what are the learning experiences which 
caused for learning? 

(2 Marks) 

i i i . What are the two forms of discovery learning? 

(2 Marks) 

iv. State the most suitable teaching method to teach each of the following. 

(a) Introducing the basic patterns/skills of the folk song singing 
(b) Operational session of a Parliament Council 
(c) Changes of political structure in Sri Lanka after the 

independence. 
(3 Marks) 

v. Write two advantages and two disadvantages of lecture method respect 
to the guided discovery method. 

(4 Marks) 

vi . Name three (3) major principles which are based on programmed 
learning method. (3 Marks) 

vi i . Write two major advantages of team teaching. (2 Marks) 
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2. i . Explain main factors which have to be considered by teacher before 
going to classroom. (10 Marks) 

i i . Explain the benefits which gained by teacher from the evaluation 
process at the end of the teaching. (10 Marks) 

3. i . State the major steps of planning a group learning activity and explain 
each. (10 Marks) 

i i . Explain, how teacher can effectively contribute for enhancement of 
group learning process. (10 Marks) 

4. Briefly explain the role of the teacher who implement the following learning 
teaching method. 

(a) Guided discovery method 

(b) Teacher demonstration method 

(c) Simulation Method 

(d) Dramatization Method (5x4=20 Marks) 

5. i . State similarities and differences between learning through assignment 
aid Project based. . (10 Marks) 

i i . Explain the matters to be considered by teacher and student respectively 
to make a successful project based learning session? 

(10 Marks) 

6. i . Name three major phases of microteaching method and explain features 
of each phase? (10 Marks) 

i i . Explain advantages and disadvantages of microteaching? 

(10 Marks) 
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